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France:
EquEstrians, studs & EndurancE

Compiegne Sponsor’s Trophy CEI ** and 7- and 8- Year-
Old Young Horses Championship CEI**  August 2007

Water on the course.
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“I have ridden here seven times and this was the most 
difficult. It was very slippery. Everyone wants to win  
and everyone has a good horse. It is a most competitive 
country and this race is important as the 7- and 8- year 
old World Championship. The people sell the horses here.”

— Maria Alvarez Ponton

Scenery into the woods.
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The French approach  
their endurance program in a businesslike manner, as well 
as from the heart. The French equestrian world has been 
supported by the government for many years. National 
Studs, a budget item under the Department Agriculture as 
well as the Ministry of Budget, keep stallions of good 
pedigree and success in their discipline, and make them 
available to approved breeders. National teams are sup-
ported by the French government, both officially and 
financially. Private groups and breeders support ride venues 
to present endurance prospects to buyers.  

In its fourth year, the response of the Compiegne 
Championship for 7- and 8- year olds has been very 
positive, with the number of entrants growing yearly. In 
2007, Belgium made a special team selection for the event. 
Compiegne serves as a showcase for horses coming into 
their endurance prime, which in turn attracts top level 
buyers. The second event of the weekend, the Sponsored 
Team Challenge, gives riders a chance to participate in a 
conjoining event on another horse with good trails and 
good support. Together with its great food hall, and wine, 
champagne and coffee bar open all day, as well as retail 
tents on site, ride organizer, Nicholas Wahlen, has created 
an atmosphere of competition and congeniality. 

140 km CEI *** SpONSOR’S TROphy ChAL-
LENgE, AUgUST 24

The first event of the two-day ride calendar, with a day 
of rest in between, was the 140 km CEI ***Sponsor’s 
Trophy Challenge. 

The Ride Site
The ride site is the grand Equestrian Stadium and 

complex in Compiegne, just 45 minutes outside of Paris by 
good auto-route. The vast forest surrounding Compiegne 

was the original hunting ground of Louis XV and other 
Royals of France. The trail extends from the allée at the 
Royal Palace of Compiegne, follows long sandy avenues 
under towering oak and beech trees, and travels through 
and around picturesque hamlets and small villages.  

For the first time, the venue had gained the FEI 
designation and 89 riders started in the 140 km ride. 
Twenty teams started with riders from France, Germany, 
Great Britain, Bahrain, Belgium and Spain and 13 teams 
finished at least three riders.  

The Race
Julian Lafaure, riding in 15th place after the fourth Vet 

Gate, pushed at the end to come in first, but his 10-year-
old homebred mare, Jasmina Cabirat, did not recover and 
was eliminated at the final Vet Gate. This gave Maria 
Alvarez Ponton of the Germ Tonic Team the Individual 
win in a time of 7:44 at a pace of 17.96 kph on Julius de la 

LEFT: WAhO exec board and president (l-r) mrs. hans-J. Nagel,  
Claudia Caraballo de Quentin, Dr. hans-J. Nagel, Annette hedley,  
Federico garcia Brum.
BELOW: ponton.
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Drome (by the Persik son, Ambel x Ulie de la Drome, SF). 
The first of Tomas Team arrived next, Nicolas Vazquez on 
his 12-year-old mare Orsane d’Angelique (Djamel x 
Saqqarah). Within minutes, Sophie Arnaud, also of Tomas 
Team, riding the 10-year-old mare Kola du Colombier 
(Labiado x Dafne) arrived in third place. She was chased 
across the finish line by Germany’s Sabrina Arnold on 

Malta Ox.  
Tomas Team gained the Gold with the combined time 

of 24.05 for its three members when Philippe Tomas 
crossed the line in 24th position on Alouza. The Royal 
Team of Bahrain was second with French trainer Miletto-
Mosti on Aladin Al Cassiere, spouse Laurant riding Laika 
du Cade, and Sheikh Duaij bin Salman al Khalifa on 
Kascad D’Aurabelle the three finishing riders. Third was 
the Germ Tonic Team with Ponton in the lead and French 
riders Roman Laporte on Yelda Loitoise, who arrived 12th, 
and Christelle Nicaise riding Akhesa El Arami, who 
arrived 35th, rounding out their numbers. The teams’ 
combined finish times differed by a matter of minutes, 
which made the competition more intense. Of the 89 
riders, 45 finished, and speeds for the ride never exceeded 
18 kph.

The riders were fairly equally matched, and arrived in 
streams, not dribbles at the Vet Gates. By the third gate at 
84 kms, Ponton was in second place and pushing young 
Lafuaure. Ponton felt that her horse had enough left in him 
to go to the lead, if she could catch Lafaure. “At one point 
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ABOVE: Florence Fabre on Jonas de Charbesse. BELOW: Berton and Olascoaga give their winning horse the love. 
OppOSITE: horse grazing under a ski gondola.
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How iT woRkS:  
THe FRencH naTional 
STudS

The haras of France, the National Studs or breeding 
farms, are one of the country’s oldest administra-

tions. Created under Louis XIV by his financial advisor 
Colbert in 1665 to ensure that the French Army had 
strong and sufficient mounts, they were abolished 
during the French Revolution, when everything that the 
Royalty valued was destroyed, It was Napoléon, who 
himself rode an Arabian, who re-launched the haras in 
1806. They became the Haras Nationaux, or National 
Stud department in 1874.

The National Studs were reorganized as a public 
establishment in 1999, and are now funded through 
the State budget and managed by a board where all 
professionals of the horse sector are represented. The 
specific development plan falls under the Ministry of 
Agriculture as well as the ministry of budget. A recent 
levy on horse-race wagering has provided another 
flow of income. The essential mission of the National 
Studs Department is to promote the French horse sector 
while creating social, economic and cultural value. The 
total budget of the Haras Nationaux amounts to 75 
million euros, 70 percent are public funds and 30 
percent self-generated by the Haras’ own resources 
through breeding actions, identification administrative 
process, stud book management, expertise and 
training actions, contracting assistance and like 
enterprises.

The National Studs support 23 Stud farms which 
are open for public touring, have 110 technical centers 
for local assistance to breeders and horse owners, and 
keep a data-base of 800 stallions as well as a study 
and training center for horse-related jobs.

more info
2003 estimated number of horses in France: 900,000
Number of recognized breeds: 44
Racetracks: 250
Riding schools : 5,400
FFE memberships: 450,000
Jobs through the horse industry: 58,000

*  Information provided by “les Haras Nationaux.  
www.harasnationaux.fr

French horses by the numbers 

that boy was about 300 meters ahead,” she says. “He 
pushed very fast. Every time I pushed really fast to catch 
him, he went ahead. I thought to make it hard for him to 
recover, but I made sure that I didn’t push too much. I was 
trying to help my horse and trying to push him, as well.” 

The 11-year-old Julius De La Drome won the best 
condition award the next morning, too. This Selle Fran-
cais/Persik cross has been a solid horse, and Ponton 
currently sits in the number one position on the FEI 
Endurance riders list. 

“He finished in fifth position in the 160 last year here,” 
said Ponton after the ride.  “He is strong. I knew that if he 
was in the top 8 or 10 in the last loop that he could go to 
the front. The 11-year-old has the breeding for endurance. 
He is amazing. He is one of my favorite horses.” She 
commented on the course: “I have ridden here seven times 
and this was the most difficult. It was very slippery. 
Everyone wants to win and everyone has a good horse. It 
is a most competitive country and this race is important as 
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the 7- and 8- year old World Championship. The people 
sell the horses here.”

Ponton trains in the mountain outside of her home in 
Barcelona, and has ridden for about 15 years. “The first 
time I saw an endurance ride, I knew I would like it,” she 
said smiling.

ThE 119 km CEI ** 7&8 yEAR-OLD WORLD 
ChAmpIONShIp, AUgUST 26

The Young Horse Championship, held as the second 
event on the race card, has become a showcase for the 
future equine stars of endurance. It attracts an international 
entry and also an international array of buyers, particularly 
from the Middle East. Of the 114 starters, 80 were foreign 
and 35 were French riders topping last year’s entry list by 
30 horses. A total of 58 horses finished the ride.

The course was much the same as the 140 km ride, but 
done in four stages.

WAHO (World Arabian Horse Association) President, 
Dr. Hans-J Nagel and Directors, Caludia Caraballo de 
Quentin, Annette Hedley and Frederico Garcia Brum were 
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TOp: 1st, 2nd, 3rd.   middle, Fabre, rt, Saroul,
2nd; lft, perraud Bonin, 3rd
BOTTOm: 1st ponton, 2nd Vasquez, 3rd Arnaud
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The horse that has had the most influence on the endurance 
pedigrees in France in the 21st Century is undisputedly 

Persik. The breeders of Persik horses in the Languedoc 
Roussillon region have good reason to be proud and the 
Cevennes area in the South of France is often referred to as 
“Persik’s Land,” in horse circles.

Equestrian tourism was on the rise in the south of France, and 
the National Park of Cevennes wanted to improve their stock, 
as tourist riders and park rangers needed horses. Yves 
Richardier was charged with setting up a breeding program 
for the Park, and he turned to the Arabian horse to improve 
the composition and stamina of the present park horses. 
Persik had been imported from the Russian racing stud, 
Piaygiorsk, at Tersk, by Jean Cougul. According to historians, 
the stallion Persik was a stand-out. The 15.3-hand grey from 
the Skowronek line had Nasseen on the paternal side and 
Arax on his maternal side. He shares some ancestry with the 
famous *Padron in the U.S. through Naseem and Dikarka on 
the dam line.  

In 1975, Richardier paid 30,000FF (about $6,500) for 
Persik, and that same year, he trailered the stallion from farm 
to farm to cover the local mares, with 49 part-bred foals born 
the following year. The local farmers were soon convinced by 
the improvement of their horses, and during the next years 
Persik was used exclusively for breeding. Quickly, a syndicate 
of breeders was created under the sponsoring of the National 
Farm of Uzès. To emphasize and to select good lines, the 
raids (endurance rides) were revived as they had been when 
soldiers tested their mounts. That first endurance test at Florac 
was used as an examining ground, and Persik won this 
100-mile ride twice, in 1975 and 1976. His breeding 
program began in 1975 and lasted until 2001, producing 
325 foals.

On his sire line, Persik traces to the French-bred Arabian 
stallion Kann, his great grandsire (by the famous race 
performer Denouste), bought by Russia in 1930. Denouste is 
considered in France as the founder of the flat race Arabian 
horse, having sired more than 450 Arabian and Anglo-Arabi-
an mares. The celebrated Manganate, the French flat racing 
best performer, traces to Denouste.

The sire line of Persik through the stallion Kann was described 
by the Russian breeder from Tersk as “exceptionally strong 
with a wide and deep chest, a long, very wide sloping croup, 
having excellently developed muscles and dry, strong, 
correctly placed legs.” From old photographs, Kann appears 
to be built more like a thoroughbred as we know them today,

Between 1987 and 1992, Persik was entrusted to Yannick 
Vassas, a breeder of numerous horses that proved later very 

successful on the international scene. Magida (out of 
Jerezana), Karavan (out of Mobrouka), Dielik (out of Dielfa), 
are among the horses bred by Vassas, all winners that were 
eventually sold to the UAE.  

The Shagya cross with Persik has proven to be particularly 
good for endurance. 

Outlaw Persik (Persik x Zilavka), was bred by Yves Richardier. 
He won Florac and was later sold to the National Farms. His 
career as a sire lasted unfortunately only two years before he 
passed on. 

Arques Perspex (Persik x Mintze), bred and owned by Daniel 
Picq was a good performer and is proving to be a good 
genitor, as his first offspring are now turning up on the 
international scene. 

Diament du Rolon (Persik x Uline du Rolon), owned by 
Estanar Endurance, is unique among the Persik-line stallions 
for his female tail tracing to Manganate. His conformation, 
similar to that of Kann, leaves a particular stamp on his 
offspring—strong back and loins, which allowed a light and 
balanced canter, apparent from birth. 

The Persik line has turned up repeatedly within the French 
team. Emilie Lambert piloted Gourbi, (Arques Perspex x 
Irania)) to second place at the La Baule CEIO in 2003 as well 
as to 9th place at Punchestown, Ireland. Jean-Philippe Frances 
has had success on Denoura Du Barthas (Persik x Diamidra). 
The 2003 Gold Medal winner at La Baule and at Punch-
estown, Gimini Courthouse, was by Ramoth out of Flame of 
April by Persik. 

Top endurance competitors from the Persik line include 2005 
European Open Champion, Georgat (Outlaw Persik x 
Touchka II), who was on the 2003 French Gold winning team 
in Puchestown, won the 2004 (5) 2005 Endurance World 
Championship in Dubai. He was then sold to the UAE and 
won the European Open for Sheikh Hamdan bin Mohammed 
Al Maktoum at the 2005 Compiegne event.

Also worth mentioning: 2000 World Champion Varoussa  
(out of Sky Rondo), 2002 World Champion and two-time 
French Champion, Dynamik (out of Dija’Lah), Vice World 
Champion, Florac multi-winner, Melfenik (out of Belle)  
multi-winner, Krempolis (out of Mercedes), Florac winner, 
Magida (out of Jerezana),and Florac winner, Karavan (out of 
Mobrouka).

Although numerous Arabians bear his bloodline and that of 
the descendents of the Russian Tersk Stud, the Arabians in 
endurance will keep the Persik legend alive.  

Persik lived until the age of 32 and died on August 24, 2001.  

PeRSikS’ land  Persik (1969-2001)
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TOp LEFT: DVS collar worn by horses for timing  
and tracking.  
TOp RIghT: maison de L’alpe, views  
from the ski area during the summertime.  
LEFT: The main camp from the mountains above. 
BELOW: Olascoaga coming in first.
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on hand to award the Breeders’ Trophy for Young Endur-
ance Horses and 8,000 Euros in prize money for Arab 
Horses in high level competitions.  

The Race
How much of a race is due to the horse, and how much 

is due to the pilot? The French-bred, 7-year-old Bahia 
Cathare (Esttaman Ibn Estopa x Biskra El Maklouf) had 
the winning time in her first FEI ride at 6:19 at 18.83 kph. 
This win was an International forte, as the mare is owned 
by Yanick Berton of France, and was ridden by the 
experienced, Pio Olascoaga from Uruguay, who works 
with the trainer, Spain’s Jaume Punti Dachs, both in 
Uruguay and the UAE. Second place was taken by 
Stephanie Arnal with the 8-year-old Indian Eskalonik, one 
of the last sons of Persik. Georgina Hirst clinched third 
place on the British bred 8-year-old Vlacq Abattarik 
(Shajihr x Vlacq Mim).  

“We do it for a hobby,” Hirst said after her finish. “I’ve 
always known he had it. I just asked for him to go and he 
did. I lost a shoe 15 k out… I thought we’d be lucky to 
pass at the end. He lost the other front shoe at the last Vet 
Gate, but he was running fine. Hirst was ecstatic for the 
placement, as were the group of crew, family and well-
wishers surrounding her. 

“We recently lost another good horse, so will want to 
keep this one as Mom wants to compete on the team 
again,” she says.

The United States was represented at the Young Horses 
Championship in the form of California endurance rider, 
Carl Bruno. His entry was the result of a gesture to use this 
equestrian passion of endurance to offer an exchange of 
horses. 

“I have ridden the Tevis Cup several times, and thought 
that an exchange of a Tevis Cup ride for a top ride in 
France would be my small contribution to increasing 
cultural exchange,“ he says. The exchange would include a 
trained horse, transportation for the horse and lodging.

Bruno was aided by a French friend, who placed an ad 
in a French endurance magazine for him. “We got a 
response back from Sophie and Philippe Tomas in South-
ern France,” he says. “Sophie and Philippe came to stay in 
our home for a few days, Philippe rode in the Tevis Cup 
my horse Oso Denmark, and finished in 11th place. They 
had a wonderful time in the U.S.A. riding, and meeting all 
the endurance icons that were present at the Tevis ride.”

 
The line of Persik was represented by six horses:  
Gerik de Rend-Peine (Persik x Anabelle de Renival),  
Indian Eskalonik (Persik x Escalonias),  
Malie de Brouillet (Toup du Clo x Leydie by Persik),  
Kheersik El Asrit (Persik x Samirah),  
Laziz du Barthas (Djin Lotois x Une Fois by Persik),  
and Momale (Diamont du Rolon x Prissey).  
Four finished the ride. Both Laziz du Barthas,  
and Kheersik El Asrit were eliminated after  
63 kms for lameness.

persik bred young Champions

TOp: Juma’s Team crew area, BOTTOm: NEED CApTION?????
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Bourg D’Oisans
Venture To France And The Northern French Alps  
For Spectacular Views And great Riding Terrain

INTERNATIONAL FOCUS  |  France   

high lakes and end of trail.
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Undoubtedly, one of the more picturesque endurance rides on 
the French calendar is staged from Bourg D’Oisans, capital of 
the area known as Oisans in the Northern French Alps, 
where the air is clear and sporting events are a way of life. It is 

here near the mountainside ski village of Alpes D’Huez that thousands 
of fans have come to watch the stage of the Tour de France bicycle race 
that climbs up the 21 switchback hills to the top. Although the riders 
did not use the famous bike route, they did the same elevation using a 
more circuitous route that took them first along the valley floor for 80 
kms and by trails to the top of the ski resort at Alpes D’Huez.                   

Bourg D’Oisans
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The September 1, 119 km (74 mile)-ride from Bourg 
D’Oisans to Alpes D’Huez was the fourth since its incep-
tion in 2003. The location, southeast of Grenoble, France, is 
postcard lovely, and known for it’s skiing resorts, trekking, 
riding and cycling races. The Oisans is one of the valleys 
that is enfolded by the largest park in France, the Ecrins 
National Park, some 227,332 acres, which includes more 
than 100 glaciers, pristine rivers and mountain wilderness.  

Bronze Medal winner at the 2000 World Equestrian 
Games, Dominique Payen, and her husband, Lionel, have 
established a popular ride on a beautiful and challenging 
course. As an added attraction the day before the ride, the 
equestrian horse performance of Los Rios gave a show for 
all in the outdoor arena at the main stabling area at the Park 
in Bourg D’Oisans.

The endurance ride date fits nicely between the cycle 
races and trekking events that fill up the summer calendar 
in this tourist dependent area. The ride is supported by the 

Board of Tourism as well as the Ski Resort at Alpes D’Huez 
and they contribute prize money of 13,000 Euros to the 
winners. Due to this support the date is kept no matter 
what else comes on the International ride calendar. 

Organizer, Dominique Payen says, “We are in our fourth 
year and the date had many conflicts, including the Comp-
iegne ride the week before as well as the Portuguese 
Championship ride the week after. The 60 riders we had 
were more than last year (when the ride came right after 
the Aachen WEG). One year we had as many as 109 riders.”  

The first two loops of 40 kms each ran along the valley 
floor, paralleling the river Romanche and staging from the 
first Vet Gate upriver at Venosc, home of many local artisans.  
Back along the valley floor to the Municipal Park at 
Allemont, the horses then cantered along the trail adjacent 
to one of the reservoirs used by the local hydroelectric 
plant (houille blanche or white coal is one of the sustain-
able benefits of sitting at the base of a mass field of melting 
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LEFT: Arrivee. ABOVE: miguel Vila Ubach (2006WEg winner, 
Aachen rides Ashlan) with georgina hirst on the trail 
OppOSITE: There are 21 curves to Alpes D’huez.
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“The horses were in very good shape, especially the first 
nine that came in with times to show for best condition.  
It was a difficult course. It is not a fast course, but it is the 
speed which eliminates horses. When the horses go from 
the flatter work to the hill climb, there is a change in the 
function of the muscles of the horse. This is a complete 
course for that reason.”

—Brazilian veterinarian Dr. Guillerme Santos
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glaciers), then headed for the third Vet Gate at the mountain 
town of Oz en Oisans. Every Vet Gate was well manned, 
and included the amenities expected at any French ride, 
coffee and tea at all times, while a box lunch was provided 
at the Oz en Oisans Vet Gate three. The last 20 kms took 
them up through the snowless ski slopes to the finish line 
above the Alpes d’Huez village at 6,000 feet.  

Florence Fabre was in 13th place on Jonas de Charesse 
after the First Vet Gate and she moved up on each loop. 
This was her third time on the ride course at Oisans, as she 
won it in 2005 with a field of 68 horses, and came in fourth 
in 2006. At the last climb, she had only one rider in front of 
her when she took the lead and cantered the last few miles 
to the finish line. She completed in a ride time of 7:48 at an 
average speed of 17 kph. The first flat loop she eased along 
at just over 17 kph, sped up to 19 kph for loop two, then 
slacked off to 15 kph when she hit the first climb. The 
fourth loop until the finish at 13 kph was still the best time 

for any of the horses on that section of trail.   
Ludovic Saroul riding Jonas de Grieges (Ramdan x 

Gitane) came in second and Horace Perraud Bonin, riding 
Flamenco de Messey (Ramdane x Arabesque), came in 
third. The ride finished 64 percent of the starters. Lameness 
accounted for 19 percent of the eliminations, 4 percent was 
because of metabolics, and 13 percent were rider option.

Brazilian veterinarian, Dr. Guillerme Santos, has made 
this ride a regular on his endurance ride vetting schedule 
and this year was no exception. “The horses were in very 
good shape, especially the first nine that came in with  
times to show for best condition,” he says. “It was a difficult 
course. It is not a fast course, but it is the speed which 
eliminates horses.  When the horses go from the flatter 
work to the hill climb, there is a change in the function  
of the muscles of the horse. This is a complete course for 
that reason.”
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Second-place finisher Luduvic Saroul and Jonas de grieges on course by the river.
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Evening spectacle by Los Rios horse riders.


